Calculator Quiz

Name ________________________

Solve each problem using only a calculator. Then record
each answer on the line or in the block with the problem.
1.

6.

43,872 - 9,458 = ________

2.

256
187
+369

7.

723
x 82

3.

7 x (5 - 3) = _______

8.

35 . 2 – 6 . 74 = _______

4.

$70 - $5 . 27 = _______

9.

$12 . 00 – $6 . 70 = _______

5.

4)985

10.

104  8 = _______

$8 . 42 + 35¢ = _______
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Calculator Quiz Answer Key
1.

6.

34,414
43,872 - 9,458 = ________

2.

256
187
+369
812

7.

723
x 82
59,286
3.

14
7 x (5 - 3) = _______

8.

28.46
35 . 2 – 6 . 74 = _______

4.

$64. 73
$70 - $5 . 27 = _______

9.

$5.30
$12 . 00 – $6 . 70 = _______

5.

246.25 or 246r 1 or 246 1/4
4)985

10.

13
104  8 = _______

$8 . 42 + 35¢ = _______
$8.77
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Copyright and Permission Info
The Calculator Quiz freebie is protected by copyright, but it’s a free item so it
may be shared with others as long as the packet is kept intact and it’s not sold.
Copyright info and the www.lauracandler.com URL must appear on each
page. If you include a reference to it online, please link to the document on
my website, blog, or TpT store. Thanks! ~ Laura Candler

Leveled Problem Solving and Calculator Skills
The Daily Math Puzzler Series offers an easy-to-use
program for daily word problem practice. The
four ebooks in the series are labeled A through D,
rather than with grade levels to allow for multiple
levels to be used when differentiating instruction.
Each ebook begins with an optional calculator
skills lesson appropriate for that particular level.
You’ll find a teacher-directed lesson, a quiz, a
retest, answer keys, and a partner game for
practicing calculator skills. The remainder of each
book consists of daily problem-solving practice
pages and suggestions for using them. To see
what’s included at each level, click the book covers
below to find these items on my Teaching
Resources website. Then look at the complete
previews for each book to see what’s inside.

Daily Math Puzzlers Series

Level A

(Grades 2 - 4)

Level B

(Grades 3 - 5)

Level C

(Grades 4 - 6)

Level D

(Grades 5 - 7)
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